Victor Stanley
Model P-8: Parsons Series Bench

The P-8 Parsons bench makes a truly bold fashion statement. This high quality durable bench is a great choice for site designs that demand clean lines and angular perfection. Slats are 3 x 4 (63.5 x 88.9 mm) constructed of Ipe wood. Ipe (pronounced ee-pay) is a light brown South American hardwood. Often thought of as South American teak, ipe is one of the strongest and hardest woods we have encountered. Weathering to a bright silver color, this remarkable wood resists rot and insect infestation. Products made with ipe are far less vulnerable to vandalism and are well able to withstand the normal wear and tear that public site furnishings receive. The Parsons bench is the perfect style choice for the perimeter of the Manasquan Reservoir, Howell.

Plaque is cast bronze, pebbled light brown.
Donor can have a maximum of 2 plaques per bench.

First plaque must follow the mandatory format of:
   In Memory of or In Honor of
   followed by the loved one’s name.

The second plaque (if desired) can include a saying not to exceed 100 characters including spaces.

For more information and pricing to order a bench, please contact
Maria Wojciechowski
at 732-975-9735.
Thank you!

Bench for perimeter of the Manasquan Reservoir, Howell